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Body:

Sydney, I left you off of the list below, but there are six Warren Commission documents that need to be 

handled. They often turn out to be FBI documents, but let's take a look.In our as-yet-unending effort to 

completely finish the HSCA documents, we have reduced the outstanding issues to a (hopefully) manageable 

level. And each of you has a small but vital role to play in this effort. We have been cross-checking information 

between the original numbered files here in our scif, the copies of the numbered files out in the Collection at 

NARA II, and the computer data available to each of us. This information has been distilled into a database on 

Notes called 'HSCA Cross-Ref.' The breakdown of documents by agency, responsible staff member and 

number of documents is:FBI Kevin/Laura 190CIA Bob 60IRS Laura 10DOD Doug 7INS/misc. Ron 7NSA Manuel 

5Misc. Jeremy 4USSS Kim 4.(I should note that the numbers could be just a little off, and folks should look for 

their names, and not stop looking just because they've already hit the magic number listed above.)If each of 

you would open 'HSCA Cross-Ref.', and search for your name or agency you would find the HSCA number, the 

RIF number and a bit of information about the document. Then you could go to the Numbered File boxes in 

the SCIF, look at the documents and make a judgment as to our next move (i.e. should we make a copy and 

send it to the Collection, should we refer the document to the appropriate agency, has the document been 

previously referred and we just need to get the appropriate agency to respond to us, etc....). Ideally we would 

have any claimed postponements back prior to the Board's meeting of January 22, 1998, but our final date 

should be for the February meeting. Of course I am available to answer any questions, as is Joe.
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